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Acacia
Lumen8
Lumen8 have reinvigorated the Logikline brand with two new, Brisbane
made products. One of which, is Acacia.
With the success of our architectural H Series pendant range, we
identified the need for a fitting with complimentary aesthetic form, but with
a bit more grunt and a competitive price tag to suit the Queensland
market. Both Acacia and Kenyon internally house OSRAM (MacAdams 3)
high output LED boards with effortless slimline forms that honour the
delicate, architectural style that makes the H Series so popular. Both
profiles boast integrated drivers, DALI dimming and an electrical "plug and
play" system, which allow for quick and tool-free, end to end connections.
Available in high and low output boards, with various finishes and
mounting options, the Acacia and Kenyon give the user ultimate design
flexibility. These additions to the Lumen8 product range ensure that we
can find a solution to any lighting layout you send our way. The LED
boards come in 3000k and 4000k (2700k available on request); and
CRI>80 as standard (CRI>90 available on request).
2250mm long Acacia= High Output at 87watts (9180 lumens) and Low
output at 60watts (6930 lumens).
Taking inspiration from the H-Series pendant range, we offer a range of ontrend anodising and powdercoating finishes: Black, Silver, White, Bronze
and Gold.We want to be flexible in helping to bring your project to life; if
there is an option that you want, but you can't find the information here,
just ask us and we might be able to make it happen!
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Product Name

Acacia

Manufacturer

Lumen8

Product Code

ACACIA

Material

Aluminium

Colours

Black, White, Silver, Gold, Bronze

Dimensions

Standard: 2250mm (L) x 38mm (W) x 85mm (H)

Lamp

Inbuilt LED board

Lumens

HO= 9180 lumens, LO= 6930 lumens

CRI

CRI>80

Voltage

240v

IP

IP20

